
Some of our Animal Poems - Y4 Kingfisher Class 
 
Whisper of the Wolf 
 

It hunts and prowls 
At midnight it howls 
And kills everything it sees, 
The hunt is jolting  
The wolf is molting  
And is fast at out-running prey 
 

They work in a pack 
And wait patiently for an attack 
Maybe a moose,deer or bear, 
They're serious and dark 
And have a dangerous bark 
And respect the Alpha himself, 
 

He is sly in his climb 
He appears indeed fierce 
He’s grey, 
And takes down his prey. 
 

And that makes the whisper of the wolf.                                               by Archie A 
 
 
The Bear 
 
The bear had lots of hair 
It was fluffy and cuddly 
The bear liked to glare 
And sometimes can be funny 
 
The bear likes to glide 
The bear sleeps with teddy bears 
The bear loves to go on slides 
The bear plays with other bears 
 
The bear was fleecy  
The colour of the bear was mahogany 
The bear was hungry 
So it decided to have some honey 
 
by Nikita 
  



 
The Tiger  
 

The tiger’s oily velvet fur 
Glimmers in the icy air 
His powerful body in orange and black 
Is still, as he contemplates attack 
 

This vicious beast 
Loves to feast 
 

Prowling through the frosty snow 
Creeping so his prey won’t go 
Stripes disguised by the white forest 
maze 
His big red eyes flash and blaze 
 

This vicious beast 
Loves to feast 
 

Then suddenly with a deafening roar 
He leaps with confidence and killing claw 
His victim gobbled down in one 
Is a tasty dish in the late afternoon sun 
 

This vicious beast 
Loves to feast 
 

The travelling nomad is off again 
Running away from the hunting men 
Padding elsewhere in his siberian boots 
Through the frozen landscape, another new route  
 

This vicious beast 
Loves to feast 
 

by Marina 
  



The Bear 
 

It is nice to live in a lair,  
Because I’m called a grizzly bear  
I sleep all night 
It’s a peaceful sight 
And wake up in  fresh air 
 

It’s nice to live in a lair, 
Because I’m called a grizzly bear 
I like to eat 
Especially meat 
Perched on a stone chair 
 

It is nice to live in a lair,  
Because I’m called a grizzly bear  
I keep warm 
Before dawn 
Thanks to my luxurious hair 
 

by Rory 
 
 
Red Panda 
 

Pandas are small and red, 
In a tree is where they make their bed. 
They love eating fruit and bamboo, 
As they sit up there and chew. 
 

Their feet are covered in fur and fluff, 
To protect them from the cold and stuff. 
When the weather is rain and snow, 
Their metabolism starts to slow. 
 

They originate from South Western China, 
Where their species are the best climbers. 
The red panda is a mix of cat, panda and racoon, 
If we don't protect them they'll be gone too soon. 
 
By Toby 
 
 
 
  



Parrot 

I’m colourful and bright 
When I swoop around in flight 
My vibrant feathers 
Can cope with all weathers 
 

Watch in awe 
As I soar 
 

I forage for nuts and seeds, 
Insects, fruits and weeds 
But what really makes me tango 
Is if I find a mango! 
 

Watch in awe 
As I soar 
 

You will find me in the trees 
Perched feeling the breeze 
I like to fluff up my chest 
As I am cosy in my nest 
 

Watch in awe 
As I soar 
 

I have some cheek 
When I copy you speak 
You should know by now, 
I’m a parrot, not a cow!                                    by Layla 
 
 

Tiger 
Tigers can be stealthy, 
But they like rubs on their belly, 
Their legs are very strong, 
And in the forest they belong. 
 

They walk across the ground, 
Without a sound, 
And hunt for meat, 
They truly are elite. 
 

The forest is so green, 
That they can be seen, 
As their orange hide, 
Glows in their stride.  
                                                                           by Peter  



Robin 
 

My friend in the garden a little robin 
He really is as small as a bobbin 
His vibrant red breast 
Attracts your eye when he is building a nest 
 

What a lovely little bird 
It is the nicest voice I have heard 
 

He sits in the trees  
Amongst all the bees 
Hops everywhere in a quick flash 
Going from branch to branch in a dash  
 

What a lovely little bird 
It is the nicest voice I have heard 
 

Early in the morning the dew looks like little beads 
Small droplets of water surrounding the seeds 
He sits on the rake ready to take 
The delicious berries Oh what plump cherries 
 

What a lovely little bird 
It is the nicest voice I have heard                                 by Joseph 
 
 
Snow Leopard 
A Snow Leopard is an incredible animal that can leap from rock to rock 
When it hunts and stalks its prey, it pounces and the prey gets a shock  
It lives in the Mongolian snow covered mountains where its freezing you to death 
The air is so cold you can see the Snow leopards breath 
 

Its thick coat is warm so it can live in the snow 
Nothing can see it because it lays low 
The Snow leopard wraps its tail around itself 
It likes to stay still like an ornament on a shelf 
 

It vanishes with its camouflage in the deep 
snow 
If it’s there or not, its prey doesn’t know 
Its teeth are very large and as sharp as a knife 
Crunching through bones to take its prey’s life 
 
by Connor 
 
  



The Platypus 
 

The platypus is a hybrid creature 
who hides a secret, deadly feature 

 

His face looks friendly, calm and blithe 
Though in the water he likes to writhe 

 

on land you’ll see him scampering 
Eating bugs and scrambling 

 

But he also swims around in water 
Gotta catch a shrimp he oughta! 

 

The worms in the water like to jiggle  
So to catch the worm he’ll need to  wiggle 

 

His burrow is gloomy and compact 
With moss and weed it's really quite packed  

 

He has a claw that makes a nasty burn 
So if you ever meet one that's the  lesson  you should learn! 

 
by Owen 

 
 
 

 
  



Dragon 
My dragon has eyes -like pies  
and feet - that are very neat.  
He has an almighty roar  
and spiky spines that stick out of his core. 
 
It must be extremely scary 
To live in a shadowy cave. 
Deep, dark and mysterious,  
He must be fearless and brave. 
 
With his magnificent wings up high he soars 
and hunts for his dinner as he explores. 
He is so almighty and courageous 
- with a humongous appetite - 
 that is outrageous! 
 
by Barney 
 

 


